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Physical Examination Is Predictive of Cauda
Equina Syndrome: MRI to Rule Out
Diagnosis Is Unnecessary
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Abstract

Study Design: Cross-sectional cohort study.

Objectives: Cauda equina syndrome (CES) is a neurologic emergency, and delay in diagnosis can result in irreversible impair-
ment. Our purpose was to determine the value of physical examination in diagnosis of CES in patients complaining of bladder and/
or bowel complications in the emergency department.

Methods: Adult patients at one tertiary academic medical center that endorsed bowel/bladder dysfunction, underwent a lumbar
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and received an orthopedic spine surgery consultation from 2008 to 2017 were included.
Patients consulted for trauma or tumor were excluded. A chart and imaging review was performed to collect demographic,
physical examination, and treatment data. Sensitivity, specificity, and negative and positive predictive values were calculated, and
fast-and-frugal decision trees (FFTs) were generated using R.

Results:Of 142 eligible patients, 10 were diagnosed with CES. The sensitivity and specificity of the exam findings were highest for
bulbocavernosus reflex (BCR) (100% and 100%), followed by rectal tone (80% and 86%), postvoid residual bladder (80% and 59%),
and perianal sensation (60% and 68%). The positive predictive value was high for BCR (100%), but low for other findings (13% to
31%). However, negative predictive values were consistently high for all examinations (96% to 100%). Two FFTs utilizing com-
binations of voluntary rectal tone, perianal sensation, and BCR resulted in no false negatives.

Conclusions: A combination of physical examination findings of lower sacral function is an effective means of ruling out CES and,
with further study, may eliminate the need for MRI in many patients reporting back pain and bowel or bladder dysfunction.
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Introduction

Cauda equina syndrome (CES) is defined as complete or near

complete occlusion of the spinal canal resulting in severe com-

pression of the neural elements and loss of lower sacral nerve

root function.1-3 Signs and symptoms of CES are variable and

can include bilateral radiculopathy and progressive neurologic

deficits in the legs. However, to qualify as CES there must be

evidence of S2-S4 nerve root dysfunction confirmed by com-

plete or near complete occlusion of the spinal canal on mag-

netic resonance imaging (MRI). The occlusion can present as

impaired perianal sensation, impaired rectal tone, and urinary

dysfunction (retention or incontinence).4-7 CES is a neurologic

emergency and a delay or missed diagnosis can result in irre-

versible impairment. The fear of missing CES may drive front-

line providers to order MRI studies on all patients presenting

with lower back complaints and bowel or bladder dysfunc-

tion.4,8,9 Evidence of complete or near complete occlusion of
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the spinal canal on MRI is considered to be the gold standard in

determining the presence of CES.3,8,10

More recent literature suggests that bowel and bladder

symptoms are frequent complaints in spine patients without

CES.11 Also related are reports that show patients with high

clinical suspicion of CES have a low rate of positive findings

on MRI.3,9 In a 2010 study, only 18.8% of patients with clinical

features of CES had disc herniation present on MRI.12 Another

study reported that 22% of patients under evaluation for CES

had pathologic MRI findings.9 Despite the published reports of

high rates of unremarkable MRIs, the imaging modality per-

sists as a critical step in the algorithm for CES evaluation.4,12-14

The ubiquitous use of MRI for screening for CES has high

associated costs when accounting for the low rate of true pos-

itive CES. Reduction of expensive imaging has become a major

health care initiative.15 MRI use for lower back symptoms in

the United States had increased by 307% from 1994 to 2004

and was on the rise by an annual rate of 9% in the year

2005.16-18 Utilization of spine (cervical, thoracic, and lumbar)

MRIs hit a peak rate of 65 per 1000 Medicare beneficiaries in

2009, but dropped to 63.7 per 1000 Medicare beneficiaries in

2010. Despite the slight drop in utilization, spine MRIs still

accounted for 37.3% of all Medicare MRIs that year.19 Studies

have shown that the number and timing of imaging for lower

back pain has had no effect on quality of life or overall patient

outcome.20-22 Therefore, determining a less expensive method

for diagnosing or ruling out CES would allow for a significant

reduction in costs by decreasing the frequency of spinal

imaging.

Our clinical pathway of obtaining MRIs on all patients who

complain of bowel and bladder symptoms, along with our stan-

dardized physical examination protocol, provides us a unique

opportunity to evaluate both the incidence of true CES and the

utility of physical examination for determining the presence of

CES in this population. Specifically, we assessed the sensitivity

and specificity of rectal tone, perianal sensation, bulbocaver-

nosus reflex (BCR), and postvoid residual bladder (PVR)

exams with positive and negative MRI findings on patients

complaining of bladder or bowel symptoms in the emergency

department (ED). We hypothesized that a thorough physical

exam may be sufficient to rule out CES during an initial eva-

luation, which in turn could be associated with a decreased

frequency of costly advanced imaging.

Methods

A cross-sectional retrospective cohort study was approved by

our institutional review board and conducted over a 10-year

period, January 1, 2008 to December 31, 2017 at a single

tertiary referral academic medical center. The STROBE cri-

teria for cohort studies was used to report our results. The

cohort was composed of adult patients who presented to the

ED and received a lumbar MRI for lumbar spine related com-

plaints that also complained of bowel and/or bladder symp-

toms. Only patients with orthopedic spine consultations were

included as they followed a standardized physical examination

protocol. Patients who presented with tumor or trauma were

excluded. An orthopedic spine physician examined the MRI

and determined presence or absence of CES, as well as need

for emergent surgery.

Subjective symptoms, including back pain, bowel and blad-

der involvement (retention/incontinence), physical exam find-

ings (perianal sensation, rectal tone, BCR, and PVR),

diagnoses, and the need for emergent surgery as determined

by the orthopedic spine attending were collected from elec-

tronic medical records. PVR > 300 mL was considered abnor-

mal. Data was collected for the hospitalization period at time of

presentation. PVR was assessed via ultrasound or catheter,

while BCR was only assessed in patients that received a Foley

catheter. Potential biases were addressed by having objective

measures collected by research staff that were not part of the

treatment team, and by analyzing data in a blinded fashion.

Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV),

negative predictive value (NPV), and number needed to treat

(NNT) were calculated using SAS (SAS Institute) for each

major clinical characterization (rectal tone, perianal sensation,

BCR, and PVR). As a heuristic for decision making, fast-and-

frugal decision trees (FFT) were constructed using R Studio

statistical software and the FFTree package by Nathaniel Phil-

lips et al.23 FFTs are classification trees that are simple in

construction and execution, providing a series of dichotomous

choices for categorization. These have been used, for example,

to categorize high or low risk for acute myocardial injury.24

Results

A total of 142 patients met all inclusion criteria (Figure 1).

Mean (+SD) patient age was 45.3 + 14.7 years with a range

of 18 to 86 years, and 58% were female (Table 1). Ten patients

(7%) were diagnosed with CES based on sacral root involve-

ment as determined by MRI. Affected and unaffected patients

had similar sex and age distributions. The etiologies of their

lesions were disc herniation (90%) and epidural abscess (10%).

The affected levels were L4/5 (70%), L2/3 (10%), L3/4 (10%),

and L5-S1 (10%). Bladder complaints were reported more

often at ED presentation than bowel complaints (n ¼ 131,

92% vs n ¼ 66, 46%, respectively). A combination of bladder

and bowel complaints was reported by 55 patients (39%). All

10 patients with CES reported bladder complaints, and 7 of 10

(70%) also reported bowel complaints.

Perianal sensation, rectal tone, PVR, and BCR were

assessed in 97%, 95%, 61%, and 23% of the entire 142 patient

cohort, respectively. Low use of BCR testing can be explained

by the examination’s requirement of a Foley catheter. Rectal

tone, BCR, and PVR differed significantly between patients

diagnosed with CES versus unaffected patients (Table 1). Most

notably, rectal tone was normal in 20% of patients with CES

versus 81% of unaffected patients (P < .01), and PVR was

normal in 20% of patients with CES versus 34% of unaffected

patients (P ¼ .04). Perianal sensation was not significantly

different in the 2 groups. BCR was normal in zero patients with
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CES, compared with 23% of unaffected patients (P < .01,

Table 1).

The sensitivity and specificity of the exam findings are

shown in Table 2. The sensitivity and specificity of the BCR

were highest, at 100% each, followed by rectal tone at 80% and

86%, respectively. The PPV and NPV of the physical exam

findings were also highest for the BCR, at 100% and 100%,

respectively. PPV and NPV for rectal tone were 31% and 98%,

for PVR were 21% and 96%, and for perianal sensation were

13% and 96%, respectively (Table 2).

FFT analyses determined 2 pathways utilizing voluntary

rectal tone, perianal sensation, and BCR that resulted in no

false negatives. One pathway starts with the rectal tone exam-

ination, followed by perianal sensation testing and BCR

(Figure 2), while the other pathway starts with BCR, followed

by the rectal tone examination and perianal sensation testing

(Figure 3). In the first model, a lack of voluntary tone triggers

concern for CES, and finds that 8 of 24 patients (33%) had

CES. Of the remaining patients, 29 patients had a lack of peri-

anal sensation, of which 1 had CES. Finally, an abnormal BCR

was seen in 1 remaining patient who had CES; 85 had normal

BCR and no CES (60%). This model minimizes Foley

placement. In the second FFT model (Figure 3), BCR is the

first node and an abnormal exam found 3 of 3 patients with

CES. Of the remaining patients, 22 had abnormal voluntary

tone, of which 6 had CES. Then, 1 of 28 patients with abnormal

sensation had CES and 85 were excluded (60%). Both models

have 100% sensitivity and produced no false negatives.

Figure 1. Flow diagram. Included subjects had a lumbar MRI in the
ED, an orthopedic consult, and bowel and/or bladder complaints,
without a tumor or trauma diagnosis. ED, emergency department;
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

Table 1. Characteristics of Subjects With and Without CES.a

Overall
(n ¼ 142)

CES absent
(n ¼ 132)

CES present
(n ¼ 10) Pb

Sex .74
Male 60 (42) 55 (42) 5 (50)
Female 82 (58) 77 (58) 5 (50)

Age (years) .75
<30 21 (15) 19 (14) 2 (20)
30-39 31 (22) 30 (23) 1 (10)
40-49 40 (28) 37 (28) 3 (30)
50-59 27 (19) 24 (18) 3 (30)
�60 23 (16) 22 (17) 1 (10)

MRI etiology .65
Disc herniation 72 (51) 63 (48) 9 (90)
Epidural abscess 2 (1) 1 (1) 1 (10)
Degenerative changes 41 (29) 41 (32)
Osteomyelitis/discitis 7 (5) 7 (5)
No lumbar pathology 19 (13) 19 (14)
Other 1 (1) 1 (1)

Rectal tone <.01
Normal 109 (77) 107 (81) 2 (20)
Abnormal 26 (18) 18 (14) 8 (80)
Missing 7 (5) 7 (5) 0 (0)

Perianal sensation .09
Normal 91 (64) 87 (66) 4 (40)
Abnormal 47 (33) 41 (31) 6 (60)
Missing 4 (3) 4 (3)

BCR <.01
Normal 30 (21) 30 (23) 0 (0)
Abnormal 3 (2) 0 (0) 3 (30)
Missing 109 (77) 102 (77) 7 (70)

PVR .04
Normal 47 (33) 45 (34) 2 (20)
Abnormal 39 (27) 31 (23) 8 (80)
Missing 56 (39) 56 (42)

Abbreviations: BCR, bulbocavernosus reflex; CES, cauda equina syndrome;
MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; PVR ¼ postvoid residual.
a Values given as number (%).
b Boldfaced P values indicate statistical significance (P < .05).

Table 2. Sensitivity, Specificity, and Predictive Values of Exam
Findings, Shown as Percentages.

Exam finding Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

Rectal tone 80 86 31 98
Perianal sensation 60 68 13 96
BCR 100 100 100 100
PVR 80 59 21 96

Abbreviations: BCR, bulbocavernosus reflex; NPV, negative predictive value;
PPV, positive predictive value; PVR, postvoid residual.
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Discussion

Despite the low yield of positive MRI findings of CES, current

literature continues to recommend MRIs as part of the diag-

nostic workup.4,9-11 The often-cited concern for the ubiquitous

use of MRIs is the fear of missing or causing a delay in diag-

nosis, which could result in serious irreversible neurologic loss

of lower sacral root function. There is adequate literature to

demonstrate that a patient’s subjective complaints of bowel or

bladder dysfunction are not highly correlated with the presence

of CES, thereby emphasizing the utility of objective physical

examination findings as part of the pretest probability prior to

obtaining advanced imaging.3,8,11

This study was undertaken to determine whether a series of

physical examinations of lower sacral root function can accu-

rately determine the presence or absence of CES. If found to be

accurate, we may be able to eliminate the need for MRI in most

cases when patients complain of back pain associated with

bowel or bladder dysfunction.

Previous research has evaluated a variety of clinical tests for

their ability to diagnosis CES. One group found that 100% of

tested patients with CES (n ¼ 6) had urinary retention >500

mL.25 No other assessments, including sensation, bladder,

bowel, pain, strength, reflexes, and sexual function, were iden-

tified as greater than 75% specific in that analysis. Thus, liter-

ature adopted a general definition of CES that requires a

minimum of one of the following to be present: bladder or

bowel dysfunction, saddle sensation deficits, or sexual dys-

function.5,25,26 A 2015 article by Ahad et al3 concluded that

clinical complaints were not predictive of MRI findings of

CES; reported proportions of signs/symptoms of neurologic

Figure 2. Fast-and-frugal decision tree, indicating hits, false alarms, misses, and correct rejections at each node. Of 24 patients with abnormal
voluntary rectal tone, 8 were diagnosed with CES. Of 29 patients with abnormal perianal sensation, 1 was diagnosed with CES. The 1 patient
with an absent BCR was also diagnosed with CES. CES, cauda equina syndrome; BCR, bulbocavernosus reflex.

Figure 3. Fast-and-frugal decision tree, indicating hits, false alarms, misses, and correct rejections at each node. All 3 patients with absent BCR
were diagnosed with CES. Of 22 patients with abnormal voluntary rectal tone, 6 were diagnosed with CES. Of 29 patients with abnormal
perianal sensation, 1 was diagnosed with CES. CES, cauda equina syndrome; BCR, bulbocavernosus reflex.
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deficits were <10% in their study population (8.9% bladder

incontinence, 8.9% saddle anesthesia, 7.6% decreased anal

tone and 7.6% urinary retention). Given the low rates of clinical

features, their study concluded that abnormal MRI imaging was

the only way to diagnose CES. In contrast, our study population

demonstrated higher rates of clinical features present, which

therefore enabled us to perform sensitivity, specificity, nega-

tive, and positive predictive value analyses. We determined a

96% to 100% negative predictive value of the classic CES

clinical features of rectal tone, perianal sensation, BCR, and

PVR, and hence conclude that clinical features can be useful in

the diagnostic evaluation of CES.

BCR was found to be the clinical examination with the

highest positive and negative predictive values. Prior studies

focusing on BCR have similarly found this spinal reflex to be

associated with CES. Several urodynamic and/or electrophy-

siologic studies of BCR have determined a high association

between absent BCR and CES and other complete lesions of

the sacral spinal cord.27-29 This study corroborated these find-

ings, although they were limited by a low cohort size (the 3

patients with abnormal BCR were diagnosed with CES). Only

23% of patients included in the analyses had a documented

BCR, which highlights a limitation of this retrospective cohort

study. The low rate of BCR testing was because BCR could

only be tested in patients with a Foley catheter.

Combining physical examination findings in a fast-and-

frugal decision tree resulted in 100% sensitivity and no false

negatives, and theoretically could avoid an MRI in 60% of

patients presenting with symptoms of bowel and/or bladder

dysfunction. While the model needs testing in a prospective

manner, it is a simple means by which we may safely lower

rates of MRI in this patient population.

The limitations of this study were that it was retrospective in

nature and involved a low incidence of CES. Despite these

limitations, we found that carefully performed physical exam-

inations may be able to eliminate the necessity of ordering an

MRI for every low back pain patient who complains of bowel

or bladder dysfunction. The findings of this study are general-

izable as it is currently common in EDs for patients with geni-

tourinary dysfunction and back pain to undergo MRI and

physical examination maneuvers for CES prior to consultation.

This paper lays a foundation for a larger prospective study in

which BCR should be performed on every spine patient admit-

ted to emergency room with bowel or bladder dysfunction. If

BCR is as accurate as this article suggests, we may be able to

reduce the need for MRI examination in 90-95% of these

patients.
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